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Unleash your inner makeup diva with your very own makeup charts just like the ones pro make-up
artists make use of! Makeup charts include convenient be aware sections so that you can keep an
eye on products/colors used. Style and customize fabulous looks with colored pencils, markers,
crayons, also real make-up! WHATS INSIDE? 15 Bonus charts Sample make-up charts from other
books in The Beauty Studio Collection. 50 Practice charts Test looks and build your skills with extra
eyesight, lip, brow and face charts. Each style comes with & without brows which means you have
the choice of drawing your own. 48 Encounter charts in 3 styles Almond eye feminine, Asian eye
female and Male. ALSO CONTAINS: Pro Tips, Tricks + Tutorials along with a User Instruction that
addresses: What brushes work best with make-up charts How exactly to add the selection of
skintone How to develop a make-up artist portfolio Highlight & contour application techniques
Guidebook to drawing lashes & brows And much more! THE WONDER Studio Collection includes:
Encounter, Eye, Lip, Brow, Bridal & Sculpt + Shape Charts
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Excellent value! This was a fantastic choice for my first time using face charts. I appreciated that it
included both man and female face styles in addition to charts with half-faces and ones for only
eyes and lips. Good book for the budding makeup artist. I wish it included some more face shapes,
but it wasn’t a huge problem for my needs (designing looks for a small theatrical show). It had been
also cheaper than I expected, which I appreciate! I just want the binding was different because it's
hard to open up and lay flat. It also allows the person to experiment with something different without
trying it on the face first. This book is for a person who is more complex in performing make-up.
After designing the display, I still have a lot of charts leftover to use for future events. Horrible
product This is only a COLORING BOOK for adults, and not even a good one at that. I use them
during . Sure beats the heck out of spending a lot of money printing up your personal face charts..
Thank goodness I came across these. I use them during make-up lessons.. Great face chart book
for practicing fresh looks and colors Great face chart book for practicing fresh looks and colors.
Certainly takes a little getting used to as a beginner but this is a great reserve to practice in. It's a
great book but I want the faces were bigger It's a great book but I want the faces were bigger. It
works for what I want it for and the price point was great. Two Stars The eyes are so little you
can't even begin to utilize them for actual technique practice. Wish it had more than one face :(
Please take note every page may be the same face :( otherwise nice Great reserve for teens and
or anyone wanting to learn . One Star not Three Stars Not for me!. Great book for teens and or
anyone wanting to learn brand-new techniques/how to apply makeup. Recommend for presents
and makeup junkies..! Five Stars Excellent!!! The tips and practice webpages in leading of the
notebook make this a fantastic choice for beginners. These face charts are excellent to have as a
make-up artist to repeat looks and remember looks I did in a trial that I have to replicate sometimes
provided that 2 months down the road a bride. It's an excellent learning tool Good seller. Great
makeup artist device! It allows an individual to develop combinations that may work. Thank
goodness I found these. In mint condition and I can atribute the most of this being no one even
opened them except to check out them.
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